
C LO U D - B AS E D  CO N T R O LS

Oelo’s cloud-based Evolution App  
features more than 16 million hues,  
pre-set patterns and customizable 
movement settings to showcase your 
holiday luster, support your favorite 
teams and create social awareness. 
Plus, transform your permanent  
holiday lights into security lighting  
with our spotlight controls.

Festivity.  
All year long.

CONTACT YOUR
OELO DEALER  

STATIONARY  
Choose this mode for  
an iconic Christmas look.

MARCH  
March your favorite 
repeated hues.

CHASE  
Pick two colors (or more) 
to chase each other. 

STREAK  
Control speed and gaps 
to create a streak effect.

SPLIT  
Evenly split two colors for 
a dual-lighting result.

BOLT  
Illuminate LEDs one by 
one for a bolt sequence. 

SPRINKLE  
Slightly fade each LED 
for a sprinkling illusion. 

TWINKLE  
Drastically fade each 
LED for a twinkle effect.

RIVER  
Blend transitioning hues 
for a flowing effect.

TAKEOVER  
Take over your marching 
pattern with the last hue. 

BLEND  
Blend multiple colors  
for a gradient effect.

STORM  
Flash random lightning 
across stagnant colors. 

LIGHTNING  
Blend your colors then 
add an extra jolt! 

RETRO ARCADE 
A single color "chomps" 
away an opposing hue.

FILL 
Create a fill effect with 
this inward movement.

SHUFFLE
Randomly shuffle your 
hues for a fun effect.

Choose from 16 million hues  ... 55-plus pre-set patterns  ... then customize away!

PLUS, SPOTLIGHT ENTRYWAYS, WALKWAYS AND MORE! Turn on (and off) select LEDs for security lighting.

Just some of the fun movement settings you can use to jazz up your patterns!

Find Oelo’s app on:
OELO 

EVOLUTION 
APP



CURB APPEAL

I N V I S I B L E  BY DAY.  E X P R E S S I V E  BY N I G H T.

CURB APPEAL PROPERTY CHARM BACKYARD AMBIANCE MARINE LIGHTING

PROPERTY GLOW

CELEBRATE EVERY 
MOOD, MOMENT 
AND OCCASION! 

OUR CONTROLLER 
ADDS EVEN MORE 
INDUSTRY-LEADING 
CONTROL!
Oelo’s Evolution app pairs with 
a robust controller that offers six 
signal outputs, which gives users 
the option to control six zones 
from one controller for even more 
creative installs and effects.

 


